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Recently, several gravitational wave detections have shown evidence for compact object mergers.
However, the astrophysical origin of merging binaries is not well understood. Stellar binaries are typically
at much larger separations than what is needed for the binaries to merge due to gravitational wave emission,
which leads to the so-called final AU problem. In this Letter we propose a new channel for mergers of
compact object binaries which solves the final AU problem. We examine the binary evolution following gas
expansion due to a weak failed supernova explosion, neutrino mass loss, core disturbance, or envelope
instability. In such situations the binary is possibly hardened by ambient gas. We investigate the evolution
of the binary system after a shock has propagated by performing smoothed particle hydrodynamics
simulations. We find that significant binary hardening occurs when the gas mass bound to the binary
exceeds that of the compact objects. This mechanism represents a new possibility for the pathway to
mergers for gravitational wave events.
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Introduction.—Recent gravitational wave (GW) detec-
tions show evidence for a high rate of black hole (BH)-BH
and neutron star (NS)-NS mergers in the Universe [1–5].
However, the proposed astrophysical pathways to mergers
remain highly debated. Although several channels for the
formation of close binaries have been proposed [6], it is not
obvious how separations are reduced for various types of
binaries until merging due to gravitational wave emission,
which leads to the so-called final AU problem [7]. The
major pathways to solve this problem are the common
envelope (CE) evolution which operates for 0.01-several
AU separations. Although the binary separation can be
largely reduced by the CE evolution, the final separations
of the post CE binaries are not well understood [8,9]. To
reproduce the compact object mergers or x-ray binaries, the
CE phase needs to end at some appropriate separation.
However, many of the observed x-ray binaries are difficult to
reproduce with the CE model; see Ref. [10] and references
therein.
Here we propose a new hardening channel for mergers of

compact object binaries which solves the final AU problem.
We focus on the environments after the stellar envelope
expands. Such a situation is expected in a weak supernova
followed by fallback accretion, which is thought to occur
for zero-age main sequence progenitors of masses above
∼10–15 M⊙ [11–14]. Further, when the explosion fails,
mass loss due to a neutrino emission during a protoneutron
star phase [15–17] causes an outgoing sound pulse which
grows into a shock and ejects some outer material [18].
Also, prior to core collapse, the hydrogen envelope may
expand due to core disturbance [19] or envelope instability
[20]. Such precollapse expansion is observed as the

luminous blue variables [21] or type IIn supernovae,
which are accompanied by an expanded envelope within
≲100 AU and are ∼10% of all core-collapse events [22].
In all these cases, as the gas expands and falls back, gas
may exist abundantly at a large distance from the forming
compact object.
If a significant amount of gas settles around a binary,

gas driven binary hardening occurs, either by dynamical
friction (DF) [23–26], similar to that in the CE evolution,
or via resonant disk migration [27–29]. The remarkable
differences of the gas expansion and fallback scenario from
the CE model are that binaries with separations of larger
than several AU can merge due to the extended gas
distribution and the merger may take place soon after this
gas-driven evolutionary phase. In this Letter, we investigate
how the binary evolves after gas expands and identify the
range of astrophysically important parameters required for
a merger.
Method.—To simulate the binary evolution interacting

with ambient gas, we use an N-body or smoothed particle
hydrodynamics (SPH) code, ASURA [30,31]. Gas dynamics
is solved using the density-independent SPH (DISPH)
method [32] with an ideal gas equation of state. We adopt
a shared time step as the minimum of a hydrodynamical
and a gravitational time step for gaseous particles [33] and a
gravitational time step for the binary [34].
We refer to both the explosion remnant (primary) and

the companion (secondary) as compact objects (COs), which
may beBHs,NSs,white dwarfs, or steller cores.Gravitational
interaction among gas-gas particles is solved by a parallel tree
with gravity pipe method [35], while that between CO-gas
and CO-CO is solved by a direct summation. The CO is
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modeled as a point mass which interacts only gravitationally
with other particles. We set gravitational softening lengths to
prevent numerical divergences during close approaches to
ffiffiffi

2
p

ϵ, ϵ, and 0 for gas-gas particles, gas-CO, and CO-CO
interactions, respectively [36].
Setup of simulations.—Just after neutrino mass loss

[16,17] or precollapse expansion [19,20], or before fallback
accretion [14,37], a shock propagates to the stellar envelope
and the envelope expands homologously. We start the
simulation after a shock has propagated, referring to the
study about fallback accretion by Zampieri et al. [38].
Initially we set the separation between the two COs to aini.
At the beginning of the evolution, the gas cloud has
homogeneous density within a minimum rmin ¼ 0.1 AU
and maximum radius rmax ¼ 0.2 AU from the primary. The
gas has an outgoing radial velocity profile of vðrÞ ¼
fvvmaxr=rmax from the primary with vmax ¼ j2ΦpriðrmaxÞj
0.5 ∼ 220 km=sðMCO;ini=5 M⊙Þðrmax=0.2 AUÞ−1, where
ΦpriðrÞ is the gravitational potential of the primary, r is
the radial distance from the primary, and MCO;ini is the
initial CO mass.
For simplicity, we initially rotate the binary COs and gas

particles around the center of mass of the bound system
after an initial expansion.
In our simulations, gas accretes onto a CO when the gas

has inward motion toward the CO, the gas is within ϵ from
the CO, and the specific angular momentum of the gas
relative to the CO is lower than the specific Keplerian
angular momentum at the last stable circular orbit of a
Schwarzschild BH as in studies of disk formation after
fallback accretion [39,40]. We run additional simulations
without accretion onto the COs for comparison, which may
resemble the case of strong radiation feedback, the rotation
of progenitors, or precollapse expansion. After precollapse
expansion, the stellar core plays the role of the primary
so the nearby gas is stabilized by gas pressure as in the
standard CE evolution. In the case without accretion, the gas
within ϵ of the CO is not removed, although its gravitational
effects are reduced by the softening. The simulation is
stopped if the binary separation becomes smaller than ϵ.

For the fiducial model, we set the initial CO mass
MCO;ini ¼ 5 M⊙, the initial binary semimajor axis aini ¼
3 AU, the initial gas temperature T ini ¼ 2 × 106 K, the
initial gas mass Mgas;ini ¼ 10 M⊙, the gravitational soft-
ening length ϵ ¼ 0.1 AU, the artificial viscous strength
αsph ¼ 0.4, see Eq. (46) in Ref. [32], the specific heat ratio
[32] of γ ¼ 5=3, the SPH particle numberN ¼ 3 × 104, and
the neighbor number setting the kernel size of each SPH
particle to be 32� 2. Both the primary and secondary CO
masses MCO1 and MCO2 are initially set to MCO;ini. The
assumed CO and gas masses correspond to zero age main
sequence progenitors with mass of 15–30 M⊙, whose final
helium core mass is ∼5 M⊙ and final hydrogen mass is
≳10 M⊙ [11]. We set T ini using the initial sonic velocity cs
(∼140 km=s) at rmax ¼ 3 × 1012 cm, consistent with a
recent study of gas dynamics following neutrino mass loss
(∼100–500 km=s [16]). Furthermore, αsph ¼ 0.4 corre-
sponds to the viscous parameter in the α prescription
[41] of αss ∼ 0.005 [42] at r ∼ aini. We verify that the
number of particles is sufficient to resolve ϵ ¼ 0.1 AU
around the primary since the kernel size of SPH particles at
r ∼ 0.1 AU is ∼0.02 AU.

Dynamics of binary evolution.—We first present the
binary evolution in the fiducial model without gas accretion
onto COs. Figure 1 shows the snapshots of the gas density
distribution, and Fig. 2 shows the time evolution of the
various physical quantities for the fiducial models. At t ¼
0.1 yr of Fig. 1 gas just around the primary (≲1 ) falls back
and is stabilized by gas pressure but the gas around the
secondary is still expanding. Then, a gas envelope forms
around the secondary as seen in t ¼ 1 yr of Fig. 1. At this
time, the Bondi-Hoyle-Lyttleton radius of the secondary is
∼2 AU and the masses of envelopes mainly bound to the
primary and secondary are ∼5.1 M⊙ and 0.3 M⊙, respec-
tively. Zampieri et al. [38] indicated that there is little
difference in the gas dynamics during fallback accretion
between radiation-dominated completely ionized hydrogen
gas and a polytropic gas with no radiation. We verify that
the gas dynamics at ∼1 yr in our simulation is consistent
with minor differences in the density profile with respect to

FIG. 1. The gas density maps for the fiducial model without accretion at t ¼ 0.1, 1, 8, 10, and 30 yr. Upper and lower panels are in the
x-y (orbital) and x-z planes, respectively. Black points represent the position of compact objects.
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Ref. [38]. After the gas settles, the binary is hardened by
DF, i.e., the gravitational force of the density wake seen as
tidal streamlike structures at t ¼ 8 yr of Fig. 1. This causes
the binary separation [black line in panel (a) of Fig. 2] to
rapidly decrease as seen in t ∼ 10 yr. During binary hard-
ening, the gas binding energy is transferred to the binary
orbital energy [black and blue lines in panels (f) of Fig. 2,
respectively]. Finally, the gas expands (10 and 30 yr of
Fig. 1) and the binary hardening almost stops [black line in
panel (a) of Fig. 2].

To verify whether the main hardening mechanism is DF,
we compare thard ∼ 10 yr to the DF timescale, where we
define thard is the time for the binary separation to shrink
to the geometric mean of aini and afin. Here we derive the
DF timescale for the secondary, which has the larger
velocity and angular momentum among the COs, which
must be transferred to the gas for the binary to harden.
Since DF is the gravitational force mostly from outside
of the Bondi-Hoyle-Lyttleton (BHL) radius, the physical
quantities, vrel2;k; jvrel2j, cs, and ρ, (see Fig. 2 for definition)
are ad hoc averaged for the gas between 1 and 5 BHL radii
of the secondary and outside of the BHL radius of the
primary. The DF timescale for the secondary tDF;CO2 ≡
jvCO2j=aDF;CO2 [black line in panel (d) of Fig. 2] is
calculated using the analytic formulas of the DF accel-
eration derived by Ostriker [43], where aDF;CO2 is the DF
acceleration for the secondary. We use vrel2;k instead of
jvrel2j in aDF;CO2 since the binary orbital decay due to DF is
mostly caused by the force from the parallel direction to the
COmotion [44]. As seen in panel (d) of Fig. 2, thard ∼ 10 yr

is well matched to tDF;CO2 although tDF;CO2 exhibits large
fluctuations due to the binary’s orbital motion.
On the other hand, in the models with accretion, thard is

smaller than that without accretion [panel (a) of Fig. 2].
This is because thard is shortened by the increase of vrel2;k
due to gas accretion. Although vrel2;k is reduced compared
to jvrel2j by the angular momentum transfer due to the DF
at ∼0.1–2 yr, this reduction is small in the model with
accretion [black and orange lines in panel (b) of Fig. 2].
This comes from the inward motion of accreting gas in the
cases with accretion. Since vrel2;k is subsonic, the increase
in vrel2;k enhances the drag force [43]. Thus since accretion
makes DF more efficient, the binary hardening starts earlier
during the accretion period of≲5 yr [panels (a), (d), and (e)
of Fig. 2] in the cases with accretion.
Energy formalism.—The final fate of the binary evolu-

tion may be determined as a function of physical param-
eters following the energy formalism commonly used for
CE. In particular, afin is predicted as

α½GðMCO1;fin þMb;finÞMCO2;fin=ð2afinÞ
−GðMCO1;fin þMb;iniÞMCO2;fin=ð2ainiÞ�

¼ GðMCO1;fin þMb;iniÞðMb;iniÞ=ðλRrlof1Þ ð1Þ

[8,45,46], where α is the parameter that describes the
efficiency of transferring the energy of the bound gas, λ
represents the typical size of the gas bound to the primary
compared to Rrlof1, the radius of Roche lobe around the
primary [47], G is the gravitational constant, MCO1;fin and
MCO2;fin are the final primary and secondary mass,Mb;fin is
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FIG. 2. Panels (a),(c),(d), and (e) show the evolution of the binary separation, the gas density, the dynamical friction timescale, and the
bound gas mass, respectively, for the models without (black) and with (orange) accretion. Gas properties are averaged within 1–5 BHL
radii of the secondary (see text). Blue, black, purple, and red lines in panel (b) are the relative gas velocity with respect to the secondary,
its component along the secondary velocity vrel2;k, the secondary velocity, and the sonic velocity for the model without accretion; the
orange line shows vrel2;k for the model with accretion. Red line in panel (e) represents the accreted mass for the model with accretion.
Panel (f) shows the binding energy for the bound gas without (black) and with (orange) accretion. and the binary orbital energy without
(blue) and with (red) accretion.
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the final bound gas mass,Mb;ini ¼ Mb;fin þMej is the initial
bound gas mass, and Mej is the ejected gas mass. We use
Mej after the potential energy of bound gas reaches its
maximum at ∼1 yr to reduce the contribution to Eq. (1)
by an initial expansion. To investigate the dependence on
αλRrlof1, we perform additional simulations for 4 models
whose different parameters to the fiducial models with and
without accretion are aini ¼ 2 and 5 AU, respectively. We
derive fitting models, αλRrlof1 ∝ a0ini and αλRrlof1 ∝ a1.2ini
for the models without and with accretion, respectively. In
the cases with accretion, large aini increases α due to the
reduction of the contribution of DF to the energy loss
of gas. This reduction may be caused by the increase in
accreted mass due to the decrease of the gravitational
torque from the secondary, and the reduced DF acceleration
due to the low gas density around the binary. Both effects
make the ratio of the energy loss by DF to that by accretion
smaller. Using this result, we derive Fig. 3, which shows
the merger criterion as a function of initial parameters,
Eq. (1) for different MCO;ini and accretion models.
According to Fig. 3, gas accretion has a large impact on
hardening especially for large aini. The final fate of the
binary is determined by the bound gas mass, which is well
predicted by the ratio of the gravitational energy over the
kinetic plus thermal energy. Here, in the fiducial model
with and without accretion, Mb;ini ¼ 5.4 and 2.7 M⊙,

respectively, Mej ¼ 3.7 and 1.8 M⊙, and Mb;fin ¼ 1.7
and 0.9 M⊙. When the initial expansion velocity is uni-
formly increased by 50% and 100%, Mb;ini is, respectively,
decreased by ∼30% and ∼60% in both cases with and
without accretion. Also, when setting the initial gas density
profile to be ρiniðrÞ ∝ r−3,Mb;ini is decreased by ∼20% and
increased by ∼10% in the cases with and without accretion,
respectively, relative to that for ρiniðrÞ ∝ const. In all of
these cases, since the changes in αλRrlof1 are modest, the
degree of migration is predicted via Eq. (1) and Fig. 3
applies to show the condition for merger.
In the cases with gas accretion, the hardening rate has

an upper bound since the ratio of the bound gas mass to
the accreted mass approaches a constant as the initial gas
mass increases in our settings. As a result, the reduction
of the semi-major axis is found to be less than ∼5 when
MCO;ini ¼ 5 M⊙. On the other hand, in cases with negli-
gible accretion such as for precollapse expansion, the
hardening can be significant. Here the time lag between
precollapse expansion and the type IIn supernova is
predicted to be ∼1000 yr at most [20]. By performing
some additional simulations, in which the values of aini
and Mgas are different from the fiducial model, we derive
the fitting relation tDF;CO2 ∝ ∼a3.0iniM0.3

b;ini for Mb;ini ≳Mb;cri

where Mb;cri ∼ 7 M⊙ðaini=AUÞ0.6. Using this relation,
the mergers within 1000 yr without accretion for
MCO;ini ¼ 5 M⊙ require aini ≲ 15 AUðthard=1000 yrÞ0.33
ðMb;ini=Mb;criÞ−0.1. Thus, there is a possibility that binaries
with large separations within ∼15 AU can merge after
precollapse expansion.
The NS-NS merger rate inferred from the GW170817

event (≳1 yr−1 within 100 Mpc) is much larger than
those estimated for the major merger channels such as
isolated binary (∼6 × 10−2 yr−1) and dynamical evolution
(∼2 × 10−4 yr−1) models [49]. Thus, an additional merger
channel may need to be proposed to explain the observed
rate [50]. Gas fallback driven mergers allow wider ranges
of the initial separations for mergers. Natal kicks, which
reduce the merger rate by about 1 order of magnitude [53]
for isolated binaries, are small in cases of neutrino mass
loss which may lead to gas fallback driven mergers. Thus,
this channel has a potential to be highly relevant for NS-NS
mergers. In particular, significant hardening should be
caused by precollapse expansion for the remnants to remain
NSs until the merger.
Conclusions.—We conclude that compact object mergers

may be common in cases where a significant amount of gas
is released by the progenitor in the region surrounding the
binary. The required gas mass bound to the binary must
typically exceed the mass of the compact objects. For a
10 M⊙ binary, a gas-assisted merger can occur if the initial
separation is ≲15 AU, and in cases where the COs accrete,
the gas-driven reduction in the semimajor axis is ≲5. We
highlighted some processes that can possibly lead to these
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conditions, but further investigations are needed to under-
stand the most common circumstances of this merger
channel. Mergers facilitated by the progenitors’ envelope
expansion may leave an imprint on the mass and mass-ratio
distribution of merger rates, which will be obtained using
GW detections.
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